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ABSTRACT 

The programmable calculator can often be used as an intelligent controller 
for measurement and control systems. Use of a calculator rather than a 
minicomputer can simplify programing and interface hardware to save devel
opment and naintenaKC© costs. Advantages, disadvantages, and important 
trade-offs are considered, with an example application in a static load 
testing laboratory. Calculator-based systems are best applied only when 
high speed and large quantities of input/output are not of primary impor
tance, but many scientific laboratories may benefit fro* their siepler 
setup and programing. 
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MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS USING PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATORS 

Introduction 

Modern data-acquisition and control systeas have evolved froa the days of 
interfacing a few digital instruments, such as a digital voltaeter or counter, to a 
paper-tape punch or typewriter. Hard-wired controllers were designed for each appli
cation since interfaces were seldoa alike. Systems went to minicomputers with a 
plug-in card and cable interfacing to a wide variety of instruments which were TTL-
coapatible and produce BCD-coded data, but instruaents still required one or core 
lines per control function and four lines per data digit, ncaning up to 40 control 
lines and 36 data lines per instruaent. Hard-wired controller design finally pro
gressed to just fabricating a cable and programming a special Assembly-language 
"driver" to coiomunicate between the minicomputer and each instruaent. However, knowl
edge of both the hardware and programing is still required to integrate a system, and 
it takes a significant amount of t'-te to code, assemble, and debug each driver. 

New programmable scientific calculators offer an alternative solution for sys
tem controllers. These calculators are easy to program, and a standardized interface 
bus makes instrument interconnection as simple as connecting standard cables together. 
Older instruments may also be interfaced with a bus-to-BCD modular card. Advantages 
and disadvantages of programmable calculators compared to minicomputers will be dis
cussed in the following sections, with emphasis on languages and program development, 
speed, and hardware and software costs. The application of a calculator system to a 
static load testing laboratory is presented as an illustration. 

Languages and Program Development 

The programmable calculator offers a significant advantage over the minicomputer 
in programming, mainly because of the power of the programming language and ease of 
development. Program development includes program entry, compilation, debugging, 
editing and loading. 



iTogrammablc calculators use three different types of languages. The oldest 
type has one operation per keystroke, much the same as Assembly language on a com
puter. One function usually takes several keystrokes. However, this type of calcu
lator has not been extensively used for systems work due to input/output (I/O) 
limitations, and is not considered here. The newest languages have all the sophisti
cation of a high-level computer language, such as BASIC, complete with alpha string, 
matrix, and I/O functions. In between is Algebraic language, with functions being 
entered as one would write arithmetic statements. For all three types the calculator 
ta>.es each executable line, whether it be an arithmetic stateaent or a single opera
tion, and compiles it into memory. The compiler, editor, and debug programs are wired 
into the calculator, usually in the form of read-only memories (ROMs), and take no 
user memory. A minicomputer can perform only machine-language instructions and, 
although high-level languages like BASIC or FORTRAN can be implemented, a significant 
amount of user memory must be used. The minicomputer program step is the instruction, 
with many instructions equaling one statement in the BASIC or Algebraic languages. 

Before it can be run, a program gust be entered into the machine, a time-
consuming process with a minicomputer. First, a source language file must he prepared 
in Assembly or higher level language, then compiled into machine language using either 
the mini or another computer to translate into an object or executable file. The 
object file then roust be loaded back into the minicomputer to run. For most l.igh-
ievcl languages, several intermediate files are created and several passes through 
the compiler are required to obtain the object file. If a statement is entered in
correctly, the programmer is not notified until the program is compiled. Tnen tvv 
must use another program, an editor, to change the source file which must then he 
compiled again. The calculator, on the other hand, examines each statement as it is 
entered and displays diagnostic messages immediately. The built-in editor may then 
be used for changing statements. Program entry takes less tine, since one calculator 
keystroke takes several minicomputer character keys, even in high-level language. 

Debugging requires the minicomputer user either to single-step every instruction, 
which is icpractical for long programs, or to load a special debug program along with 
his program. I he calculator debug, which is built in, can be used to Htep each state
ment and to print memory contents that are changing. The calculator pi-jgram is fixed, 
however, while the minicomputer can he changed to perform whatever debug functions are 
required, from breakpointing (starting and stopping execution at selected instructions) 
to decompilation and listing of programs. Another minicomputer advantage is that the 
program can execute in real time between breakpoints, whereas the calculator debug 
L-M-'Cutes print cycles every time a memory location is changed. The calculator can be 



wUc to Uo simple breakpointing, however, by inserting SlOi' ccmwmds m the dcsarcd 
place* with the built-in editor feature. The calculator can also go to .my 'statement 
number to bvgin execution, then step steteaent-by-statement through thv program. 

Jlic editing of prograais is mich easier with the calculator: Siepty Ko tu the 
Itnv in memory to he edited, recall that line which is decompiled and displayed in 
it* original form, then change any or all of the statement or insert new statements. 
"ill*.- old unchanged statements arc automatically shifted to compensate fur the added 
or JeleU-d keystrokes. The minicomputer executes a separate program to edit the 
source file by copying characters into a new source file with the desired changes. 
The whole file must be copied, not just the changes as for the calculator. The mini
computer editor program varies in complexity and capability depend:.ig upon the oass 
memory (from punched paper tape to disc) and computer memory size available; the 
calculator editor has all features even on a minimum machine w^th no peripherals. 

Once the application program has been developed, it must be loaded into the 
machine to be executed. The ilculator can record programs in relocatable files, 
permitting several of these files to be loaded and executed together even though they 
were developed separately. A minicomputer again oust use a separate loader program 
to relocate its object files into an executable entity. Both the calculator and 
minicomputer use similar mass memories for file storage, including punched paper 
tape, magnetic tape, and disc. However, minicomputers can use industry-standard 1/4-
inch reel magnetic tapes which most calculators do not have, and calculators uniquely 
use card strips of magnetic tape which minicomputers do not have. 

One additional point should be made about the difference between calculator and 
minicomputer instruction sets. The minicomputer is designed to process binary pat-
terns, whether they be data or instructions. The calculator is designed for numerical 
computations. A choice of system controller must include consideration of the type of 
processing to be done as well as the ease of software development and speed of program 
execution. 

Execution Speed 

One of the major considerations in controller selection is execution speed: 
How fast must the controller process the information to be useful? At the present 
state of the art, the minicomputer is at least an order of magnitude faster for numer
ical computation than the programmable calculator, as shown in Table I. Technology 
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of the integrated circuits used is • principal reason for the differences: Mini
computers use high-speed bipolar devices which consume more power and require more 
space than the slower high-density, low-power, large-scale-integration MOS devices 
used in the calculator. Another reason is the design criteria for the machine: 
speed is a major parr meter for a computer; cost is nore important for a calculator. 
As a result, processing is usually parallel in a minicomputer to increase speed and 
usually serial in a calculator to decrease the number of parts and hence the cost. A 
third factor in speed difference is the data format (see Table I). To increase speed, 
most minis use integer data; floating point uses special software or expensive hard
ware. A calculator uses floating point with higher resolution than the minicomputer 
even with double precision, again because it is designed for numerical computation. 

TABLE I 

Typical Computation Times* 

Calculator 
Computation Time 

linicomputer Computation Time 

Operation 
Calculator 

Computation Time Integer 
Single-Precision 
Floating Point 

Double-Precision 
Floating Point 

Multiply 6,000 11 44 1440 
Divide 15,000 16 66 70J0 
Square Root 20,000 — 45 9200 
Log2 50,000 -- 500 3300 
Logio 60,000 -- 550 5700 
e* 55,000 -- 625 — 
Sine 100,000 -- 1120 2400 
Tangent 70,000 - 1550 " 
Integer 4,000 -- 18 ... 
Absolute Value 4,000 9 13 --
•Times in microseconds. 

Coupled with computation speed in determining execution rate is the input/output 
speed. Table II compares the I/O rate of a calculator with a typical minicomputer and 
various peripherals. The calculator is sufficiently fast to keep up with all but the 
disc and magnetic tape, both of which require an interface with high-speed buffer 
memory. The minicomputer is some 500 times faster than the calculator, however. I/O 
speed is important, not just to keep pace with peripherals but to process data between 
transfers and thus keep peripherals near maximum speed. The designer must not let 
large quantities of I/O hinder system response beyond hucan tolerance, or lose real
time control because of insufficient transfer speed. Overall execution speed is a 



combination of both computation and 1/0 rates, based on the percentage of i 
required to perfora a particular task. 

TABLE II 

Typical Input/Output Rates 

Device 
Maximum I/O Rate 
(bytes/second) 

Calculator 2,001) 
Minicomputer 
(through accumulator) 

150,000 

Minicomputer 
(direct meaory access) 

1,000,000 

Paper Tape Reader 300 
Magnetic Tape 
(45 ips) 

36,000 

Cassette Tape 285 
Line Printer 
(250 lines/min) 

333 

Disc 312,000 
Teletype 10 
CRT Terminal 10-960 

Hardware and Software Development Costs 

As with any truly general mechanism, the calculator can be icade to do functions 
v'lich are better suited to something else. The trick is to find applications to which 
the calculator is bost suited. To reiterate, the programmable calculator is built for 
high-resolution numerical computation at slower data rates, with easy program develop
ment and at low cost. The instruction set is based on a function per keystroke with 
new functions being added either by plug-in hard-wired ROMs or by "user-definable 
functions," composed of many keystrokes which are first programmed by the user, then 
executed with a single keystroke. 

To accompany the generalized, easy-setup nature of the calculator, a new stand
ardized interface is being used for interconnection of instruments and controller. 
The International Electrotechnical Commission's proposed Sta-ndard Interface for Pro-
gramnable Measuring Apparatus is being followed by several instrument nanufacturers 
and one supplier of both instruments and calculators. Not only are the electrical 



Uiara^tcnsti 'i 01 the eight data anj eight control Inns defnied, but tin- HK-LIUIIK il 
connector and li.e protocol are delineated as well. Measurement and command data ur<-
normal1> represented hy ASCII codes on a parallel bus containing up to I.', instrument-., 
recorders, and controllers. Lach unit on the bus has a unique address. One unit, the 
easier control le (which could b-j i- calculator), acquires control and stops all action 
i) activating a particular control line. This controller then designates "talkers" 
i those who send dataj and '"listeners" i those who receive data) and may even pass con
trol to another unit. There can be only one talker at a time, but many listeners. 
Advantages of the standardized bus include simply connecting instruments tn parallel 
by identical cables; up to 15 units may he connected by up to lj meters of cahlv; 
event;, may lie recorded simultaneously by several listeners with different I 0 rates, 
the asynchronous ius proceeding at the rate of the sjouesi. Interface hardware is 
ojiliEiiieJ by kt-eiung the nunber of parallel lines to a ami cum, consistent with I U 
rjtes. lor example, a modern frequency synthesizer *ould require over I'.H' lines for 
lull parallel control, rather than the lb of the 'î s, or H'U transfers O U T a single 
line rather than the \> of the bus. Although slightly cure logit is required in paji 
instrument lor the bus than the onc-1 me-per-funct ion interface, the cust is mure 
than offset by standardisation in cabling, connectors, and circuitry. I hi- biggest 
disadvantage in calculator I/0--lack i>!' interrupt ^apabilit>--is partly overcome by 
fast software testing of" a special service request line to determine if a..y bus 
device is ready to transmit or receive data. 



An Actual System: Static Load Testing Laboratory 

For static load testing a system was needed to neasure strain-gage or other 
transducer readings on up to 100 channels, then from calibration data to calculate 
and print or plot principal stress and angle at each rosette point. The system had 
to be easy to configure as to the number of channels and type of input on each chan
nel. There was also a problem in calibration; By the time the old data-logging 
system had calibrated all the channels, some 2eros had drifted and had to be read
justed since the annual calibration process took aVrnt 30 minutes. A short study 
shoved that not only could an intelligent controller eliminate manual calibrations, 
but the system could also initiate its own measurements at lc\id intervals specified 
by the operator. 

A comparison was done for three systems: (1) a comraeicial turnkey system using 
a minicomputer controller with all hardware and software provided; (2) an in-house 
system with minicomputer controller and commercially avail&bl>! subunits, such as 
digital voltmeter and scanner; and (3) an in-house system witi calculator controller 
and same basic subunits as (2). These systems were compared for performance, cost, 
implementation time, future expansion capability, and ease of program change for 
special applications. 

The turnkey system did not include source language software so any changes 
would have to be made by the supplier. Otherwise, all important features could be 
performed. A turnkey system is complete when delivered, allowing the user immediate 
use. Delivery time was estimated at 17 to 25 weeks A 96-channel system was esti
mated at $32,000, 

The minicomputer m-house development would use a standard digital voltmeter 
and guarded scanner, biicJge completion circuits, and power supply for the transducers. 
The in-house work would then be to mate these units and develop the I/O drivers and 
calculation software. A 100-channeI system was estimated to take $24,000 for the 
hardware, $4000 for software, and 20 weeks to complete. 

The calculator system uses the same subunits as the above minicomputer system, 
but interface development consists of one special cable to the scanner and the calcu
lation software. The 100-cha*iel system was estimated to require $22,500 for the 
hardware, $1500 for software development, and only 10 weeks to inrlemsnt. The calcu
lator system is not as significantly lower as might be expected in hardware cost, but 
it has a faster printer, a cassette mass storage versus paper tape, and oore usable 
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i,n..<wry than Uie minicomputer. In addition, the calculator takes much l- ss cabinet 
a»J flour space and Jt-ss iupct power. 

'."he measurement rats is governed by the voltmeter-scanner unit at 5 channel* per 
second, well within the calculator spcxi and allowing time for considerable computa-
tjon between measurements. The numerical nature of the analysis, the eas-j of program 
development, anJ the greatly reduced amount of documentation lowered tin- development 
time and -tst. This, coupled with the lower hardware coats of the calculator system, 
the ease of expansion, and ease of change, made the calculator attractive for the 
static testing laboratory. An additional factor in favor of the calculator is that 
the test operator training was easier than with a minicomputer, not only because the 
system is Simpler and easier to understand, hue also necaase it is not as formidable 
tu anyone who h-a never used an automatic system. 

buturo Calculator Developments 

e of the programmable calculator in systems increases, some changes '" both 
• -..or and the systems can le predicted. The interface bus concept will be 

• - to more devices per bus, longer cable;', and higher speeds. More instruments 
v.... become available with the bus interface. Pnsently, there arc Waveform genera
tors, frequency syr.: hesi;ers, voltmeters, multimeters, counters, nctwurk and spectrum 
analyzers and a number of programmable modules such as clocl.s, displays, converters, 
switches, and relays which have the bus interface. As more calculators reduced, 
the price lihuujd JJO down and pcrforrcancr j;o up, especially in the nuinber of special 
functions, available peripheral:., a. ' execution sp'-.'d. 

IWthout these improvements, calculators are inn ted To the lower sp->eil systems 
without large quantities of input/output, 1'he calculator is suited to numerical pru-
cessjng, to sy.fei:i«. subject to frequent changing vf hardware or softwo..-e, and to sys
tems iiitegrat;j: by.nonspecial 1 sts in interfacing or programing. 


